
Tasks	before	lecture	
Install	selenium	into	Anaconda	environment	
In	terminal:	
“pip	install	selenium”	
	
Download	“geckodriver”	
h>ps://github.com/mozilla/geckodriver/
releases		
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WEB Scraping 
WEB Bot 
WEB Spider 
WEB Robot 
WEB Harvesting 
WEB Data Retrieval 

Extracting 
 UNSTRUCTURED 

EASY FOR HUMANS TO READ 
  data from websites 
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Extracting  
Game sales information 
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If a MACHINE uploaded the information online, we have a good chance to 
retrieve initial, before the MACHINE handled, form of the information 
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Web Scraping 
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Extracting data from websites 
 
Two common ways: 
 
•  Downloading HTML file, were website text and visualization 

codes are stored 

•  Imitating web browser to visualize HTML file and only then copy 
data 



http:/
/

www
… 

Static webpage 



CODE RESULT IN BROWSER 

Text - “next word is…” 

Tags - <font….>…</font> 
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<Tags> is an agreement  

that user will see the same  

content that was created. 
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Why so many “tags”? 

 fancy, user friendly web pages 

 Search Engine Optimization 
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Example from  

 “Finland Forum” 
Community 
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Structure is needed to collect data automatically 
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User Message Date 

whoever Here is my pho… 2012-02-12 

whoever2 I don’t give a… 2012-02-13 

<div=“mess”>here is my…</div> 
 
<div=“user”>whoever</div> 
… 

Comment form 

Data Base 

Web Page 





<Tag 1> 

<Tag 1> 

<Tag 1> 

<Tag 1> 

<Tag 2> 

<Tag 2> 

<Tag 2> 

<Tag 2> 



What it takes to get these messages automatically? 



Find pattern (relevant TAGS) Tell what to extract 

•  Automatically getting the source code of each page 
•  Saving into your computer 







1. Find text ‘<div class="content”>’ 
2. Take text in between‘<div class="content”>’ and‘</div>’ 
3. Search for more 



Unfortunately, not done yet…. 

Links to sub-categories 

Links to threads 

Visit each sub-category, gather all links to threads, visit each thread 
gather page number, visit all pages in the thread, and extract messages from them  



http://
www

… 

Dynamic webpage 

Small queries Small packets 



Practical part 
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We need to import “webdriver” from” selenium” library, in order to 
connect python environment with Firefox browser, and “time” library as 
we will need to set timeouts 

We need to import “webdriver” from” selenium” library, in order to connect python 
environment with Firefox browser, and “time” library as we will need to set timeouts 



Now we can start manipulating the webbrowser 
Main command is “.get” which will open the webpage we desire 



look at the page source
Website	h>p://www.newsnow.co.uk/h/	
On	“Google	Chrome”	-	Context	menu	->	inspect	

Try	"select	an	element"	bu>on	
	

	

	



We care about ge2ng news 5tles



get 5tles by element class or ID
Titles	are	under	class	‘hl’	
	



‘Get	all	Mtles	under	class	‘hl’	



Step 13: addi5onal elements

Get	the	XPATHs	of	an	input	field	element,	and	of	bu>on	to	submit	the	query.	
Enter	query	and	push	the	bu>on	



Locate	element,	and	use	.send_keys(“anytext”)	funcMon	
Then	.click()	on	antother	element	to	execute	query	



Documenta5on on Selenium with Python

h>ps://selenium-python.readthedocs.io/locaMng-elements.html	
	
	
	


